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Abstract.
HST allows users great flexibility in designing their own dither patterns, but

JWST will follow a di!erent model. Users will have to select their dither pattern
from a set of pre-designed templates. With few exceptions, all observations will be
required to dither, and no two exposures will be taken through the same filter at
the same pointing. This report summarizes the dithering strategies that have been
developed for NIRCam, JWST’s workhorse near-IR camera.

1. Introduction

Users of HST have great flexibility in designing their dither patterns. They can decide to
make use of the canned patterns provided by the Institute, or they can design their own
dither patterns. They even have the flexibility of not dithering at all, which can make
cosmic-ray rejection easier but does nothing to mitigate defects.

While many HST programs have benefitted from this dithering flexibility, many other
programs have su!ered from insu"cient attention to dithering. The archive in particular
has su!ered both from programs that chose not to dither and from programs that were not
dithered in a way that the association-oriented pipeline can deal well with.

Except in rare circumstances, such as exo-planet-transit studies, users of JWST will
be forced to dither. This means that no two images will be taken at the same pointing with
the same filter. This compulsory dithering will allow automatic mitigation of bad pixels
and will allow improved sampling and better field coverage (by imaging over the gaps).
This must-dither requirement will help ensure a high-quality archive and a better pipeline
product.

The responsibility for the users, then, is to determine which of the canned patterns
meets their needs. This will involve various compromises between sub-pixel sampling, defect
avoidance, L-flat mitigation, gap coverage, etc. The responsibility for the Institute is to
ensure that the patterns provided are su"cient to accomplish a wide variety of scientific
goals and also to ensure that the users have the information needed to choose the right
pattern for their science.

2. NIRCam

NIRCam is the workhorse near-IR imager for JWST. It has been designed by Marcia Rieke
at the University of Arizona and is being built by Lockheed-Martin in Palo Alto. It will
have a di-chroic to allow simultaneous observations in two channels. The short-wave channel
(SWC) will sense from 0.7 to 2.4 µ with 0.034!! pixels. The long-wave channel (LWC) will
sense from 2.4 to 5 µ with 0.065!! pixels. The SWC will be Nyquist-sampled at 2 µ and
undersampled blueward of this. It will be severely undersampled at 0.7 µ. NIRCam will
also have a set of defocusing lenses, which will allow it to sense the telescope’s wavefront
error so that JWST’s mirrors can be kept in near-perfect alignment.
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Figure 1: The NIRCam SWC footprint.

NIRcam’s field will span 5.17!! 2.25! with 10 detectors: 8 in the SWC and two in the
LWC. The field will be divided between two identical modules (A and B) with a 40!! gap
between them. The four SW detectors in each module will have small 5!! gaps between
them. Figure 1 shows the NIRCam SWC footprint.

3. Choices in dithering

The choice of dithering is only one of many decisions that must be made. The first concerns
the target and the desired S/N. For an input S/N, the ETC will report the necessary
total exposure time. This total exposure time will often have to be broken up into several
independent exposures, either because it exceeds the maximum 4000 s for a given exposure
or because dithering will enhance the science.

Once users determine how many di!erent exposures to take, they must then choose a
dither pattern. The dithers must be divided among primary dithers and secondary dithers.
Primary dithers involve moving the target an appreciable distance across the detector. They
are used to mitigate field lost to the gaps, L-flat errors, detector defects, etc. Secondary
dithers involve moving the target a very small amount. These small dithers are able to
carefully place the target at a variety di!erent locations relative to the pixel grid, so that
a reconstructed stack can sample the scene better than a single exposure. The secondary
dithers are small enough that the pixel-phase coverage will remain coherent across the entire
5!! 2! field.

The dither pattern will be specified by the number of primary dithers (NP) and the
number of secondary dithers (NS). A full set of secondary dithers will be executed about
each of the primary o!sets. As such, the total number of exposures NT will simply be

NT = NP ! NS.

If the number of possible primary and secondary dithers is quantized too coarsely, then the
total number of exposures will be quantized even more coarsely, which could have a severe
impact on our ability to plan an optimal set of observations. We therefore must design
primary and secondary patterns with as much granulation as possible. This will be one of
our aims in constructing useful patterns.
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Figure 2: The coverage patterns for 3-, 6-, and 9-point full-field patterns.

4. Primary Dithers

There will be three general strategies for Primary dithers, depending on the size of the field
of interest. We can do (1) full-field primary dithers, (2) single-module primary dithers, or
(3) single-chip primary dithers.

4.1. Full-Field Primary Dithers

The main priority of the full-field primary dithers will be to image over the gaps, both the
40!! gap between modules and the 5!! gap between SWC chips. (See Figure 1.). Since the
NIRCam footprint has both vertical and horizontal gaps, it will take at least three dither
positions to image over them and ensure that a given point in the field will be covered by
at least one image.

In many deep-imaging programs, such as the GOODS, COSMOS, or the UDF, we will
want to achieve much more than single-exposure coverage, so we have designed primary
patterns with NP between 3 and 45 dithers that will aim to cover the 5!! 2! NIRCam
footprint as evenly as possible. The coverage for the first three patterns is shown in color
in Figure 2. The 3-point pattern gets 71% of the field in 2/3 exposures, 18% in 3/3 and
11% in 1/3. The 9-point pattern gets 14% of the field in 5/9, 52% in 6/9 and 34% in 7/9.

In Figure 3, we show how nicely the patterns inter-lock when the pointings are tiled
together for mosaics. To provide just one example, the 45-point pattern covers 85% of the
field with between 30 and 32 out of the 45 exposures. This is extremely even coverage, and
should make for a very uniform data set. The SWC detectors cover 69% of the footprint,
so the best we can hope for is even coverage in 31 exposures. Dither patterns have been
devised with NP’s of 3, 6, 9, 15, 21, 27, 35, and 45.

4.2. Single-Module Primary Dithers

A second set of primary dithers has been designed to image objects that fit within the
roughly 2!! 2! field of a single module. The dithers will move the target around the center
of the FOV, ensuring that a given point in the field will not fall in the 5!! gap in too many
exposures. One can choose any number of NP for this, from 1 to 16.
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Figure 3: The mosaic coverage achieved for the eight available full-field dithers.
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Figure 4: Left: how the source size impacts the single-chip pattern; Middle: how the points
in the pattern are executed; Right: achieved dithers for various NP.

4.3. Single-Chip Primary Dithers

The third set of primary dithers is designed to image small sources — sources smaller than
an individual chip. This pattern will ignore the gaps between the chips and will simply
move the source around the detector. Sources that are small can a!ord to be moved around
more than larger sources. The user can dial in anywhere from NP = 1 to 25. Figure 4 shows
a schematic of the pattern.

5. Secondary Dithers

Most of the filters in NIRCam’s SWC will be somewhat undersampled by the 0.034!!-spaced
pixels. The LWC filters will also be undersampled blueward of 4.0 microns, but not as
severely. Moving the target around the detector with large dithers will randomize the
pixel-phase at which it is observed. This will improve the sampling somewhat, but only
in a random-walk kind of way. It would be better to take some observations at deliberate
pixel-phase o!sets with respect to each other. Good pixel-phase coverage will improve
significantly our ability to reconstruct the scene. That is the purpose of the secondary
dithers.

The distortion in NIRCam is specified to be less than 2%, which means that the plate
scale at the edge of the field will be within 2% of that at the center of the field. This means
that if we have a dither of 10.5 pixels at the center of the field, the dither at the edge will
be at worst 10.7 pixels. So, if we keep our secondary dithers less than 10 pixels, then the
pattern should not di!er by more than 0.2 pixel in pixel-phase spacings from the center of
the field to the edge. On the other hand, if we dither by much more than 10 pixels, then
the pixel-phase pattern achieved at the edge of the field will be qualitatively di!erent from
that at the center.

An additional goal of the secondary dithers is to mitigate the impact of single-pixel
artifacts. So, in addition to the fractional-pixel dithers, we will also dither by several integer
pixels to ensure that a single bad pixel will not impact a small target in more than one
exposure.

If NS is less than about 10, we can fit all of the secondary dithers within a 10 ! 10-pixel
box and both maintain pixel-phase coherence across the detector and mitigate bad pixels.
If NS is greater than this, then we must either give up on the bad-pixel mitigation or the
pixel-phase coherence. We deal with these two cases below.

5.1. Patterns for NS from 1 to 9

We have designed secondary-dither patterns for NS of 1 to 9 that will sample the pixel-phase
space as evenly as possible. The pixel-phase diagrams are shown in Figure 5. The goal of
the even sampling is to ensure that no matter where a partucular object falls with respect
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to the pixels in the first dither, the other dithers will provide complementary high-frequency
information.

Undersampling will be more severe in the SWC than in the LWC, but it will still be
important to improve the LWC sampling. It is not trivial to optimize them simultaneously,
since the SWC and LWC have pixels that are almost exactly a factor of two di!erent in
size. Nevertheless, we have optimized the patterns for the SWC, but have simultaneously
ensured that the resulting patterns for the LWC are acceptable.

5.2. Patterns for NS from 10 to 64

When more than 9 secondary dithers are needed, we cannot confine them to a 10!10-pixel
box without the source landing on the same pixels more than once. So, they must be spaced
out over a larger region. This compromises the pixel-phase coherence from the center to
the edge of the field, but provides continued improvement in mitigating bad pixels.

This problem can be solved in a similar way to what was done for the UDF: the dithers
will be bunched into groups of 4. We take each group of four with the small-number pattern
for NS=4 above, which doubles the native sampling of the pixels. The dithers within each
group spans less than 10 pixels, so the phase remains coherent among them. The various
groups get spread out over many tens of pixels, so the phase between the groups can
drift across the detector. However, since the phase within each group is coherent, we are
guaranteed to get excellent !2-super-sampled coverage at worst.

For targets that are smaller than the entire NIRCam footprint, the dithers among the
groups will be able to maintain more coherence, so we have o!set the dithers to that we
will get the evenest possible pixel-phase coverage at the target location. The accuracy of
achieving dithers may be limited to 7 mas (about 0.20 of a NIRCam pixel), but there is no
harm in spreading things out as well as possible.

The top panels of Figure 6 show the patterns at the center of the field for the SWC
and for the LWC. The bottom panels show the total dithers (fractional pixels plus integer
o!set). Note that the integer shifts have been chosen to minimize the travel time through
the pattern.

Users can choose any number of secondary dithers, from 1 to 64 and by executing the
first NS dithers, we will get the best possible pattern.

6. Choosing the Best Pattern

The NIRCam team at STScI and at the University of Arizona will be putting together a
NIRCam Dithering Handbook that will describe these patterns in detail and will provide
many examples of what strategy works best for specific science objectives. The Handbook
will also include a discussion of how many secondary dithers are needed to fully sample the
scene. This number will in general be di!erent for di!erent filters: a 2-point pattern may
be su"cient to sample F150W images, but an 8-point pattern may be needed to recover all
the structure in F070W images.

Finally, the Handbook will contain a discussion of how various combinations of NP
and NS will sample the scene. While the primary dithers will have incoherent pixel phases
among them, this random coverage will provide some mitigation of undersampling, so that
if one is taking a lot of primary dithers, it may not be necessary to take as many secondary
dithers. Primary dithers do a better job mitigating the impact of chip gaps and large
artifacts, so users will want to take as many primary dithers as possible.
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Figure 5: The pixel-phase coverage for the secondary dither patterns with NS from 1 to 9.
The dotted line shows the outline of a pixel and the filled circles are the pixels from the
NS dithers that would fall within the bounds of that pixel. The open circles show where
relative to this pixel the neighboring pixels would sample.
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Figure 6: Top: the pixel-phase coverage for the 64-point general secondary dither pattern
for the SWC (left) and LWC (right). Bottom: the actual dithers in the pattern, including
the integer-pixel shifts.


